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ABSTRACT
Extracellular recordings were made from vestibular–
nerve afferents innervating the semicircular canals in
anesthetized C57BL/6 mice ranging in age from 4–
24 weeks. A normalized coefficient of variation was
used to divide afferents into regular (CV*G0.1) and
irregular (CV*90.1) groups. There were three overall
conclusions from this study. First, mouse afferents
resemble those of other mammals in properties such
as resting discharge rate and dependence of response
dynamics on discharge regularity. Second, there are
differences in mouse afferents relative to other
mammals that are likely related to the smaller size of
the semicircular canals. The rotational sensitivity of
mouse afferents is approximately threefold lower than
that reported for afferents in other mammals. One
consequence of the lower sensitivity is that mouse
afferents have a larger linear range for encoding head
velocity. The long time constant of afferent discharge,
which is a measure of low-frequency response dynamics, is shorter in mouse afferents than in other species.
Third, juvenile mice (age 4–7 weeks) appear to lack a
class of low-sensitivity, highly irregular afferents that
are present in adult animals (age 10–24 weeks). By
analogy to studies in the chinchilla, these irregular
afferents with low sensitivities for lower rotational
frequencies correspond to calyx-only afferents. These
findings suggest that, although the calyx ending on to
type I hair cells is morphologically complete in mice
by the age of about 1 month, the physiological
response properties in these juvenile animals are not
equivalent to those in adults.
Correspondence to: David M. Lasker & Department of Otolaryngology—
Head & Neck Surgery & The Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine & Ross Building Suite 710, 720 Rutland Ave., Baltimore, MD
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INTRODUCTION
The mouse with its extensively studied genetics and
diverse assortment of known mutant strains has been an
invaluable asset in analyzing almost every aspect of
mammalian biology. Genetic manipulation as a means
of understanding the underlying physiology can be
particularly useful in the balance system because of the
marked similarity in the anatomy and physiology
among many mammalian species (Goldberg 2000;
Desai et al. 2005a, b). Mice with specific mutations
that affect balance function are relatively common
(Anagnostopoulos 2002). Also, transgenic mice with
specific changes to the physiology of the vestibular
pathways are being created (Anagnostopoulos 2002).
Previous work has examined the properties of the
vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) in mice with and without
genetic mutations. Studies of the effects of these
mutations on processes such as learning and memory
are providing fundamental new insights into vestibular
and oculomotor control (Katoh et al. 1998; De Zeeuw
et al. 1998; Stahl et al. 2000; van Alphen et al. 2001;
Sun et al. 2001; van Alphen et al. 2002; Killian and
Baker 2002; Goossens et al. 2004; Alagramam et al.
2005; Katoh et al. 2005; Boyden et al. 2006; Kimpo and
Raymond 2007; Katoh et al. 2007; Aleisa et al. 2007).
In addition to these studies of the VOR, the
responses of central vestibular neurons to rotations
have been investigated in mice (Beraneck and Cullen
2007). Studies of vestibular hair cells in mice have
defined the role of specific ion channels in sensory
transduction (Rüsch and Eatock 1996; Eatock et al.
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1998; Rüsch et al. 1998; Géléoc et al. 2004). An
understanding of the relationships between vestibular
hair cells and central neurons requires knowledge of
the physiology of vestibular–nerve afferents in mice.
To that end, the first goal of this study is to define the
responses of semicircular canal afferents to a wide
range of rotational stimuli and to compare these
responses to those that have been reported in other
species.
Mice are able to fully open their eyes, support their
own weight, and ambulate like adult mice by 2 weeks of
age (Whelan 2003; Prusky et al. 2004). Recent studies
in C57BL/6 mice have, however, shown that the gain
of the VOR increases with age up until about 12 weeks
(Shiga et al. 2005) and is substantially lower (when
measured in darkness) in mice that are less than
30 days postgestational age in comparison to adult
animals (Faulstich et al. 2004). An age-related decline
in hearing has also been identified in C57BL/6 mice
such that the threshold for eliciting the auditory
brain stem response is elevated by the age of 24 weeks,
and the mice are deaf by the age of 60 weeks
(Hequembourg and Liberman 2001; Bartolomé et
al. 2002; Henry 2002). Only a slight decrement in
VOR gain was, however, noted at comparable ages
(Shiga et al. 2005). Because of the changes observed
in the VOR with age, a second goal of this study was
to determine if the response properties or distribution of afferent groups differ with age (4–24 weeks)
in the C57BL/6 mouse.
We report the resting discharge rate, normalized
coefficient of variation of the interspike interval
(CV*), and response dynamics for sinusoidal rotations
(0.1–12 Hz) in vestibular–nerve afferents recorded in
the C57BL/6 mouse. The maximum sensitivity vectors
for the three semicircular canals were also calculated.
Transfer functions were fit to the averaged and
individual afferent data. Though the individual properties of canal afferents in the mouse do not vary with
the age of the mouse, there is an increase in the
percentage of irregular afferents in adult when
compared to juvenile mice.

10-mg/kg dosage of xylazine was administered by
intraperitoneal injection. Once anesthetized, the animals were maintained with a core body temperature of
36–37°C via an external servomechanism (FHC, model
40-90-8B). Saline (5% of body weight) was injected
subcutaneously during the experiment, and the heart
and respiratory rate were monitored.
The animal was then placed in a stereotaxic frame
such that the top of the skull was parallel to the
horizontal plane. An incision was made at the back of
the head. The ear canals were exposed so that the
pins of the mounting device could be placed in the
ear canal to keep the animal from moving. The snout
of the mouse was then placed in a third mount. Care
was taken to tighten the mounts without damaging
the temporal bones. Our determination of canal
plane angles revealed that the horizontal canals (see
below) are pitched approximately 30° upward in this
position. As established by the data in Table 2, there
was little variance in the canal plane angles calculated
in the 42 adult animals used to determine these
relationships. Next, the posterior neck muscles were
detached from the skull for better exposure. While
looking through a surgical microscope, a suboccipital
craniectomy was made on the left side. Gray matter of
the inferior semilunar lobule of cerebellum, paraflocculus, and flocculus was aspirated to expose the
temporal bone. The brain stem was retracted to
identify the vestibular nerve as it exited the internal
auditory meatus. The superior and inferior branches
of the vestibular nerve exit the temporal bone at
different sites with the superior branch projecting
more rostrally than the inferior nerve. All superior
and horizontal canal afferents were recorded when
the microelectrode was in the superior branch and all
posterior canal afferents were recorded with the
microelectrode in the inferior branch of the vestibular nerve. All surgical and experimental procedures
were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of The Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine.

Recording technique and data acquisition
METHODS
Surgical procedure
Data were obtained from 104 C57BL/6 mice obtained
from Charles River Laboratories. Mice weighed between 12 and 36 g. The ages of the mice used in this
study ranged from 4–24 weeks. Juvenile mice were
defined as mice that were between 4–7 weeks of age (45
mice). Adult mice were defined as ranging from 1024 weeks of age (59 mice). Each animal was first
anesthetized with a 100-mg/kg dosage of ketamine
injected into the muscle of the hind leg. Next, a

Glass micropipettes (WPI, model M1B100F-4) with
impedances of 20–80 MΩ were filled with 3 M NaCl
and used to make extracellular recordings from
vestibular–nerve afferents. These microelectrodes
were brought into position over the nerve using a
minimanipulator (You, model US-3F). This minimanipulator could maneuver in three dimensions and
was attached to a microdrive (Narishige International
USA, model MO-22) mounted on the stereotaxic
frame. The micropipette was advanced using the
microdrive until it entered the superior or inferior
division of the vestibular nerve as it emerged from the
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internal auditory meatus. Afferents included in this
study had a sustained resting discharge rate. It is
important to note that afferents that are silent at rest
would not be identified with this technique. Signals
from the nerve were amplified and band-pass filtered
(300–3 kHz; Dagan, model 2400A). Spikes were
identified with a window discrimination method
(Mentor, model N-750). An external auditory speaker
was used to discern the activity of neurons. The timing
of action potentials was recorded through a digital
event channel with a resolution of 100 ns (CED,
micro1401). In addition, the voltage from the microelectrode was digitized with a 16-bit A/D converter
with a sample rate 5 kHz for off-line comparison with
the spike times. The angular head position was
obtained using a high-resolution digital encoder that
was also digitized with a sample rate of 2 kHz. These
signals were then recorded on a PC for offline
analysis.

[N] – the vector normal to the plane of a canal based
on one unit
* – denotes matrix multiplication
· – denotes the dot product

Determination of maximum sensitivity vectors

Once a canal afferent was identified, the animal was
placed via the Fick gimbal such that the afferent was
within 20% of the maximum sensitivity for that canal
plane. Animals were then rotated at frequencies
ranging from 0.1–12 Hz at peak velocities of 25°/s
via the position servomotor. To confirm that sensitivity
did not change with peak head velocity, we also
recorded the responses of a subset of the afferents at
multiple peak head velocities (25–75°/s; see “Linearity
of responses”). Angular head velocity was obtained by
differentiating the signal from an angular position
transducer mounted to the shaft of the turntable. The
accuracy of the turntable position was confirmed via a
linear accelerometer mounted eccentric to the head of
the mouse. The phase difference between the accelerometer and the table position was 180±3° (mean ± SD)
at all frequencies. Responses during each sinusoid of
rotation were recorded for 30 s.

The animal was secured in the stereotaxic frame,
which was then attached to a position servomotor that
rotated about the earth-vertical axis (Acutronic,
ACT200). The superstructure was designed as a Fick
gimbal that was also mobile in the pitch and roll axes.
In a Fick gimbal, a final rotational position is
completely characterized by a rotation around the
vertical axis (yaw), followed by a rotation about the
horizontal axis (pitch), and finally, a rotation around
the line of sight (roll) (Haslwanter 1995). Once an
afferent was isolated, a series of manual rotations was
used to determine whether the afferent innervated a
semicircular canal or an otolith organ. For canal
afferents, the animal was rotated manually at approximately 0.5 Hz at a minimum of five different pitch
and roll angles (0°, ±20° nose up and down, ±20° right
ear up and down). Most of the afferents were also
rotated at 0.5 Hz at ±10°, 30°, and 40° at those four
different angles. The maximum sensitivity vector for
each canal afferent was calculated from these data. We
first calculated a vector normal to the plane of a
particular canal for each unit by solving a set of
simultaneous equations (Eq. 1)
½S ¼ ½Rfick*½z½N

ð1Þ

where [S] – the vector of sensitivities obtained at each
set of angles
[Rfick] – the rotation matrix in Fick coordinates for
each set of angles
[z] – the vector
normal to the earth horizontal axis,
2 3
0
6 7
405
1

After the vector normal to the plane for a
particular unit had been determined, we calculated
the optimal angles from rotations of the Fick gimbal
used to place that particular canal in the earthhorizontal plane, ψF [(+) right ear down, (−) left ear
down)] and φF [(+) nose down, (−) nose up], and the
maximum sensitivity for that afferent. Planar equations were derived from these measurements. The axis
for these equations is defined from the perspective of
the mouse’s head with the yaw axis pointing up, the
roll axis pointing out of the nose, and the pitch axis
pointing out the left ear.

Rotational stimulation

Data analysis
A cycle histogram was created from records of average
spike rates. A least squares fit was performed to the
first harmonic of the averaged velocity response and
cycle histogram to calculate the sensitivity and phase
at each frequency. Cutoff was observed in less than 5%
of the afferents recorded for any stimulus condition.
In the small subset in which cutoff was observed, the
empty bins of the response cycle histogram were
treated as regions void of data as described previously
(Highstein et al. 1996). The sensitivity was then
calibrated using either the individual canal’s maximum sensitivity vector or the derived maximum
sensitivity vector for that canal plane. The order of
the resulting transfer function (i.e., number of poles
and zeros) was determined using the Bayesian Infor-
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TABLE 1

Power-law constants (from Eq. 2) relating CV at each
interspike interval (ISI) to CV*
ISI (s)

No. of units

0.011
0.014
0.017
0.021
0.025
0.031
0.037
0.043
0.049
0.055
0.061
0.067
0.075
0.083
0.091
0.099

8
21
31
38
47
51
48
42
35
31
25
22
20
18
16
15

A

b

0.36
1.06
1.04
1.16
1.30
1.28
1.50
1.96
1.73
1.70
1.44
1.42
1.44
1.35
2.49
3.38

0.70
1.05
0.96
0.97
0.95
0.85
0.84
0.88
0.78
0.73
0.66
0.63
0.61
0.55
0.76
0.87

mation Criterion (BIC) to obtain the best fit to the
data while minimizing the complexity of the fit
(Galiana et al. 1995; Cullen et al. 1996; Minor et al.
1999). Individual transfer functions were then fit to
the raw data for each afferent. The number of poles
and zeroes of the resulting transfer function fits was
set so that it never exceeded the order of the fits to
the average transfer function.

Figure 1 shows the relationship between CV and ISI
for all semicircular canal afferents in the study. Curves
depicting the change in CV with ISI (calculated from
data in otolith afferents) at five values of CV* are also
plotted. This technique for calculating CV* is the
same as that used in previous studies for the squirrel
monkey (Goldberg et al. 1984) and the chinchilla
(Baird et al. 1988; Hullar et al. 2005). Afferents were
then categorized into two groups, regular (CV*G0.1)
and irregular (CV*90.1).

RESULTS
We recorded from a total of 443 afferents that
innervated the semicircular canals on the left side in
C57BL/6 mice. Afferents innervating the posterior
canal were found exclusively in the inferior division of
the vestibular nerve. When recording in the superior
division of the vestibular nerve, we were able to
determine immediately if an afferent innervated the
horizontal or superior canal based on the polarity of
discharge rate with the rotation of the animal around
the earth-vertical axis. All horizontal afferents increased their firing rate when moving ipsilateral to
the recording side and decreased their firing when
moving contralateral to the recording side when the
animal was positioned such that the horizontal canals
were aligned parallel to the earth-horizontal plane. In
this position, superior canal afferents did the oppo-

Coefficient of variation
Afferents were classified according to the regularity of
their background discharge rate by measuring the
coefficient of variation (CV). Because CV is dependent upon the interspike interval, mouse otolith
afferents were recorded separately and used to
calculate a normalized coefficient of variation at a
mean interspike interval of 15 ms (CV*). Otolith
afferents are suited for establishing the relationships
between CV and CV* because their discharge rate
varies with head position but remains constant in each
position. In brief, 87 otolith afferents from 25 mice
were recorded at various angles of pitch and roll.
Discharge rate was measured during the period of 1 to
5 s after the animal was moved into each position.
These units were then used to create power-law
regressions to determine coefficients that related
CV* to CV. These power-law regressions are functions
of interspike interval (ISI) and have the following
form:
CV ¼ aðCV*Þb

ð2Þ

Separate values of a and b were calculated for 16
values of ISI, ranging from 8 to 100 ms (Table 1).

FIG. 1. Values for the coefficient of variation (CV) and the
corresponding interspike interval (ISI) obtained from the analysis of
a 5-s period of resting activity from semicircular canal afferents in
juvenile and adult mice. Power law regressions obtained from data in
otolith afferents as described in “Methods” were used to create
curves relating the ISI and the CV for five values of CV* (0.025, 0.05,
0.1, 0.2, 0.4).
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site: increased firing rate for contralateral rotations
and decreased for ipsilateral rotations. As described in
the “Methods,” the animal was next positioned in the
plane needed to produce near maximum modulation
of the afferent with rotation. We analyzed the resting
discharge rate, normalized coefficient of variation of
the interspike interval (CV*), and response dynamics
for sinusoidal rotations (0.1–12 Hz). An example of
the discharge characteristics of two afferents is shown
in Figure 2. Transfer functions were fit to the
averaged and to individual afferent data.

Geometry of canal planes
Maximum sensitivity vectors were computed from a
total of 123 canal afferents recorded from the left
vestibular nerve in 42 adult mice. The afferents
supplied the following semicircular canals: 72 to the
superior, 34 to the horizontal, and 22 to the
posterior. The average Fick angles derived from each
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unit are given in Table 2. Planar equations were
determined from the measurements of the Fick
angles. Internal angles between pairs of semicircular
canals were derived from these planar equations
(Table 2). The following angles were calculated: 87°
between the horizontal and superior canal, 85°
between the horizontal and posterior canal, and
97° between the posterior and superior canal.
Computations based upon our functional technique
resulted in estimates of canal planes that were
similar to the results from high-voltage X-ray computed tomography of the temporal bones (Calabrese
and Hullar 2006).

Linearity of responses
In adult mice, we recorded responses at multiple
frequencies (0.2, 4, 8 Hz) and peak head velocities
(25, 50, 75°/s) in 19 afferents from nine mice to test
whether the sensitivity or phase varied with peak head

maximum velocity
of ±75°/s
in athe
regular
(CV*=0.0315,
FIG. 2. Modulation of discharge rate
rate during
during sinusoidal
sinusoidal rotations
rotations at
at 2 Hz with
microelectrode
recording
showing
action
potentials issuperior
plotted
canal,
A) and
irregularvelocity
(CV*=0.27,
horizontal
canal, B)
afferent from a C57BL/6
Therate
instantaneous
firing ratebin
is histogram
plotted below
the head
2
Hz with
maximum
of ±75°/s
in a regular
(CV*=0.0315,
belowmouse.
the spike
trace. The average
is plotted
for
velocity
trace from
the microelectrode
superior trace.
canal,The
A) voltage
and irregular
(CV*=0.27,
horizontal canal,
B) showing
the same
regular
(C) and irregular
afferent.
dashed
trace in
C
recording
the action
potentials
is plotted(D)below
the The
spike
rate trace.
The
afferent
fromhistogram
a C57BL/6
mouse.
Thesame
instantaneous
rate is (D) afferent.
and DThe
is the
superimposed
velocity signal.
average bin
is plotted
for the
regular (C) firing
and irregular
dashed
trace in C average
and D ishead
the superimposed
average head
plotted below
velocity
signal. the head velocity trace. The voltage trace from the
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TABLE 2

Fick angles for the sequence of rotations placing a canal in the earth-horizontal plane and the corresponding planar equations
derived from these angles for the left side
Type

N

ψF

φF

Left anterior
Left horizontal
Left posterior

72
34
22

−61.3±4.05
2.56±9.29
60.6±6.16

−30.0±8.27
33.0±7.07
−32.5±14.6

Planar equation (functionally derived)

Planar equation (Calabrese and Hullar 2006)

−0.500x+0.759y−0.417z
−0.544x+0.037y+0.838z
−0.538x−0.734y−0.414z

−0.596x+0.702y−0.369z
−0.521x−0.053y+0.843z
−0.350x−0.783y−0.500z

Planar equations derived from x-ray tomography studies of Calabrese and Hullar (2006) are also given. The Fick angles were defined as follows: ψF [(+) right ear
down, (−) left ear down] and φF [(+) nose down, (−) nose up]

velocity. We also recorded responses in seven of these
19 afferents (four mice) at 12 Hz with peak head
velocities at 25 and 50°/s.
To determine whether peak velocity had any effect
on sensitivity and phase, we compared responses
using a linear multiple analysis of variance model.
The means of the sensitivities and phases were
significantly different based on the CV* and frequency, as is expected based upon studies in other species
(Goldberg et al. 1984; Baird et al. 1988; Hullar et al.
2005). There was no significant difference for the

sensitivity (p90.1) or phase (p90.3) based on peak
head velocity for an individual afferent at a specified
frequency. Therefore, we concluded that peak head
velocity had no effect on the sensitivity and phase of
individual afferents at single frequencies.

Static firing properties
We obtained a resting discharge rate and a corresponding coefficient of variation in a total of 443
canal afferents recorded in 104 mice at ages 4–

FIG. 3. Sensitivity and phase re head velocity for regular afferents (A, B) and for irregular afferents (C, D) are plotted versus frequency for mice
ranging in age from 4–24 weeks.
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TABLE 3

The average sensitivity and phase lead with respect to head velocity at each frequency of rotation
Regular

Irregular

Frequency (Hz)

Sensitivity
(sp·s−1 per degree·s−1)

Phase
(degree)

No. of afferents

Sensitivity
(sp·s−1 per degree·s−1)

Phase
(degree)

No. of afferents

0.1
0.2
0.5
1
2
4
6
8
12

0.12±0.04
0.13±0.04
0.14±0.05
0.13±0.05
0.13±0.05
0.13±0.04
0.13±0.07
0.14±0.04
0.15±0.06

26±4
15±7
6±7
3±6
1±8
4±5
7±9
16±5
23±10

17
29
66
38
66
63
37
47
44

0.20±0.09
0.26±0.07
0.27±0.13
0.28±0.14
0.30±0.14
0.37±0.14
0.39±0.14
0.45±0.15
0.53±0.22

32±7
22±9
20±9
20±10
21±11
27±14
38±15
38±15
48±18

11
17
47
23
47
39
27
21
19

24 weeks (Fig. 1). The superior canal was innervated
by 200 of these units, 182 units supplied the
horizontal canal and 61 units innervated the posterior canal. CV* was calculated and units were
classified as either regular (CV*G0.1) or irregular
(CV*90.1; Goldberg et al. 1984; Baird et al. 1988;
Hullar et al. 2005). There were 12 afferents that
had resting discharge rates G10.1 spikes per second
and five units that had resting discharge rates
990.1 spikes per second and could not, therefore,
be normalized. All subsequent analysis was performed on the remaining 426 afferents. Linear
regression analysis revealed that the resting rate
and the coefficient of variation did not vary with
the age of the mouse (R2 G0.1). The resting rate for
regular afferents was 55.3±19.1 spikes per second
(mean ± SD; n=277). The resting rate for irregular
afferents was 37.3±17.7 spikes per second (n=149),
which was less than that of regular afferents
(pG0.01). The average CV* for regular and irregular
afferents was 0.05±0.02 and 0.35±0.13, respectively.

(different combinations of poles and zeros) and
determined from the values obtained for the BIC that
the resulting data were best fit with a transfer function
of the form:
DR ¼

g ðt c1 s Þðtz s þ 1ÞHv
ðtc1 s þ 1Þ

ð3Þ

where DR is discharge rate and Hv is angular head
velocity. The average values for g, tc1, and tz are shown
in Table 4.

Response dynamics
Afferents for which responses to sinusoidal rotations
were measured at 0.5, 2 Hz and at least one other
frequency were included in the analysis of response
dynamics (40 mice, Fig. 3). Linear regression analysis
at each frequency revealed that the sensitivity and the
phase did not vary with the age of the mouse (R2 G
0.1). The average sensitivity and phase lead with
respect to head velocity at each frequency are listed
in Table 3 and plotted in Figure 4. At every frequency
tested, there was a difference between sensitivity and
phase for regular when compared to irregular afferents (pG0.001).
Transfer functions were fit to the average sensitivity
and phase to describe the dependence of response
dynamics on frequency. We fit higher order terms

FIG. 4. Irregular afferents have a greater sensitivity and larger phase
lead re head velocity at higher frequencies when compared to
regular afferents. Average sensitivity (A) and phase lead re head
velocity (B) are plotted versus frequency for rotations at ±25°/s with
standard deviations at each data point. Fits from a least squares
analysis of the data are plotted with a solid trace for regular afferents
and with a dashed trace for irregular afferents.
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TABLE 4

Parameters obtained for best fits to normalized data and individual afferent data from the transfer function of the form
g(tc1s)(tzs+1)/(tc1s+1)
g (sp·s−1 per degree·s−1)
Afferent category

Regular
Irregular

tc1 (s)

tz (s)

Best fit to
normalized data

Fit to individual
afferents

Best fit to
normalized data

Fit to individual
afferents

Best fit to
normalized data

Fit to individual
afferents

0.13
0.31

0.13±0.06
0.29±0.14

3.3
1.9

3.7±1.3
2.2±1.3

0.005
0.018

0.006±0.004
0.020±0.013

The form of this transfer function is identical to
other canal afferent transfer functions except for the
lack of a high-frequency pole used to model the ratio
of the viscous damping coefficient to the moment of
inertia of the endolymph (Fernández and Goldberg
1971; Baird et al. 1988; Hullar and Minor 1999;
Hullar et al. 2005). Using the value for the internal
radius of the membranous canal obtained from Jones
and Spells (1963), we determined that the mouse
should have a high-frequency pole with a short time
constant on the order of 0.001 s. This calculation was
based on the torsion pendulum model where the
short time constant should be proportional to the
square of the internal radius of the membranous
canal. Estimates of the value of this time constant in
monkeys and humans are 0.003 and 0.005 s, respectively (Fernández and Goldberg 1971). The square of
the internal radius in the mouse has been measured
to be 0.005 mm2 (Jones and Spells 1963). This value is
approximately threefold less than in the monkey. The
effect of this pole would be negligible at the frequencies of rotation used in our experiments. For example,
this pole would cause a phase lag of only 3° at 12 Hz.
Empirical calculation of the value for this short time
constant would require rotations at frequencies
higher than those used in this study.

classified as irregular. There was a higher proportion
of irregular afferents in adult when compared to
juvenile mice (Fig. 5; pG0.05).

Sinusoidal responses at 2 Hz for juvenile
and adult mice
In a previous study in the chinchilla, the regularity of
discharge and the dynamics at 2 Hz have been
correlated with the morphology of the endings of
vestibular afferents on hair cells (Baird et al. 1988).
For comparison with data in chinchillas, Figure 6
shows the sensitivity and phase of afferents recorded
at 2 Hz as functions of CV*. Table 5 shows that, for
responses measured at 2 Hz, there was no difference
with respect to age for sensitivity and phase. Although there was no age-dependent difference
between the sensitivity of irregular afferents, there
was a larger standard deviation for sensitivity in
adults (0.21) than in juveniles (0.11; pG0.01). This
larger range of sensitivities in adults suggests a
greater diversity of responses. In particular, juvenile
mice appear to lack a separate population of lowsensitivity irregular afferents.

Distribution of afferents between juvenile
and adult mice
Although there was no relationship between the age
of the mouse and the resting discharge rate or
response dynamics of afferents innervating the
semicircular canals, there were fewer irregular
afferents in juvenile mice. To evaluate the relationship between age and the distribution of afferents
according to discharge regularity, we divided mice
into two groups based upon age: juvenile (4–
7 weeks) and adult (10–24 weeks). Of the 426
afferents, 214 were recorded in juveniles and 212
in adults. In juveniles, 149 (70%) were classified as
regular and 65 (30%) were classified as irregular. Of
the 212 afferents that were recorded in adults, 128
(60%) were classified as regular and 84 (40%) were

FIG. 5. Adult mice have a higher proportion of irregular afferents
than do juvenile mice. The histogram shows the distribution of the
normalized coefficient of variation for data obtained from 214
afferents recorded in juvenile mice and 212 afferents recorded in
adult mice.
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DISCUSSION

FIG. 6. The range of values for rotational sensitivity of irregular
afferents is larger in adult when compared to juvenile mice.
Sensitivity (A) and phase lead re velocity (B) at 2 Hz versus CV* for
juvenile and adult mice are plotted. Fits to the data in adult mice are
solid. Fits to the data in juvenile mouse are dashed. Sidebars for adult
(solid) and juvenile (dashed) mice have been plotted to show the
difference in the ranges of sensitivity and phase at 2 Hz for irregular
afferents.

To determine how the sensitivity at 2 Hz varied with
discharge regularity, we fit the data with a regression
equation of the form:
G2Hz ¼ aðCV*Þb
G2Hz ¼ ð0:44  0:12ÞðCV*Þ0:390:058 ; R 2 ¼ 0:34ðadultÞ
G2Hz ¼ ð0:48  0:087ÞðCV*Þ0:470:049 ; R 2 ¼ 0:58ðjuvenileÞ
ð4Þ
Multiple regression on the above data for sensitivity
revealed that there was no difference in the value for
the coefficients of a (p90.2) and b (p90.1).
An equation of the following form was fit to the
phase at 2 Hz with respect to CV*:
P2Hz ¼ a þ bðlog CV*Þ
P2Hz ¼ ð25:2  10:5Þ logðCV*Þ þ ð36:4  13Þ;
R 2 ¼ 0:48ðadultÞ
ð5Þ
P2Hz ¼ ð24:5  10:0Þ logðCV*Þ þ ð34:5  10:9Þ;
R 2 ¼ 0:55ðjuvenileÞ
Multiple regression on the above data for phase
revealed that there was no difference in the value
for the coefficients of a (p90.6) and b (p90.5).

We found that the dependence of response dynamics
on discharge regularity was similar in the mouse to
that reported in other species. The striking difference
between findings in mice and those in other mammalian species was the two- to fourfold lower rotational
sensitivities of afferents in mice when compared to the
sensitivities measured in monkeys (Fernández and
Goldberg 1971; Ramachandran and Lisberger 2006;
Sadeghi et al. 2007), chinchillas (Baird et al. 1988;
Hullar and Minor 1999; Hullar et al. 2005), and cats
(Tomko et al. 1981). Lower phase leads with respect
to head velocity were also noted in responses to highfrequency rotations (94 Hz) in mice when compared
to these other species.
The mean resting discharge rate was higher for
regular than irregular afferents. The resting rate of
afferents in mice was comparable to that previously
reported in chinchillas, cats, and gerbils for both
groups of afferents (Baird et al. 1988; Hullar et al.
2005; Tomko et al. 1981; Murofushi and Curthoys
1997) but lower than that reported in monkeys
(Fernández and Goldberg 1971; Ramachandran and
Lisberger 2006; Sadeghi et al. 2007). The dependence
of sensitivity and phase on rotational frequency is
similar in the mouse to that reported in cats, chinchillas, and other mammals. Indeed, a transfer function
with a form comparable to that used to fit data in these
other species was also found to be appropriate for
mice. The long time constant derived from these fits to
the data was substantially shorter (3.7 s) than that
measured previously in monkeys (5.7 s; Fernández and
Goldberg 1971) and somewhat shorter than that
reported in chinchillas (4.3 s; Baird et al. 1988). These
differences in time constants were predicted because
the semicircular canals of the mouse have a smaller
radius of curvature than for the canals in monkeys or
chinchillas (Jones and Spells 1963).
We found an increase in the relative proportion of
irregular afferents in adult (10–24 weeks) in comparison to juvenile (4–7 weeks) mice. There was also a
greater range of irregular afferent sensitivities in adult
when compared to juvenile animals. The potential
significance of this finding with respect to the late
development of the distinctive properties of calx-only
irregular afferents is discussed below.

Linearity of responses
Studies in the chinchilla (Hullar and Minor 1999)
and the toadfish (Boyle and Highstein 1990) have
shown that regular afferents are not driven into
inhibitory cutoff over a broad range of frequencies
and velocities. Irregular afferents, in contrast, are
more susceptible to inhibitory cutoff (Fernández and
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TABLE 5

There is no difference between the sensitivity and phase lead with respect to head velocity for juvenile in comparison to adult
mice during 2 Hz rotations
Regular
Mouse

Juvenile (40 mice)
Adult (55 mice)

Irregular

Sensitivity
(sp·s−1 per deg·s−1)

Phase
(degree)

No. of afferents

Sensitivity
(sp·s−1 per degree·s−1)

0.12±0.05*
0.14±0.06*

2±8**
0±7**

53
67

0.28±0.11**
0.33±0.21**

Phase
(degree)

23±12**
21±11**

No. of afferents

30
59

The p values for the comparisons indicated by superscripts are as follows: *p90.08, **p90.2

Goldberg 1971, 1976; Hullar et al. 2005). Our
analysis of variance relating the sensitivity and phase
to peak head velocity showed that the there were very
few nonlinearities in the responses. The response
linearity was maintained in these afferents because
the resting discharge rate was relatively high and
sensitivities were low. For example, at 8 Hz, the
average sensitivity was 0.45 spikes per second/degree
per second for the most sensitive irregular afferents.
A rotation at 75°/s would cause a peak change in
discharge rate of only 34 spikes per second, which is
below the average resting rate (37 spikes per second)
for irregular afferents.
These findings indicate that the range of frequencies and velocities of head rotation over which canal
afferents encode motion in the mouse is substantially
greater than that in other species (Fernández and
Goldberg 1971; Boyle and Highstein 1990; Hullar and
Minor 1999; Hullar et al. 2005).

Resting discharge properties
The resting discharge properties of vestibular afferents were similar to other mammals (Fernández and
Goldberg 1971; Baird et al. 1988; Hullar and Minor
1999; Hullar et al. 2005). The mean resting rate of
regular afferents in the chinchilla was between 50–60
spikes per second in comparison to 55 spikes per
second in the mouse (Hullar and Minor 1999; Hullar
et al. 2005). The mean resting rate of irregular
afferents in the chinchilla was 40 spikes per second
(Hullar et al. 2005) compared to 37 spikes per
second in the C57BL/6 mouse. The resting rate in

monkeys has been shown to be approximately twice
the resting rate in rodents (Goldberg and Fernández
1971; Sadeghi et al. 2007). The reason for this
difference is not clear. One possibility is that the
peak head velocity of natural head movements in
monkeys is higher than in rodents, and therefore, a
higher background discharge is required to prevent
inhibitory cutoff.

Sensitivity to head rotation
We hypothesized that the lower rotational sensitivity in
mice compared to other mammals might be due to
the smaller size of the semicircular canals (Jones and
Spells 1963; Hullar 2006; Yang and Hullar 2007). We
predicted that the smaller canals in the mouse would
produce a smaller movement of endolymph per unit
of head acceleration. In turn, a smaller change in
vestibular afferent firing rate would result from
equivalent head accelerations. Although we did not
directly measure endolymph movement, we can obtain
a rough estimate by modeling the canal system as a
fluid-filled duct in the torsion pendulum model first
described by Steinhausen (1933). Based upon this
model, we would expect the sensitivity to head velocity
to vary as a function of the square of the internal
radius of the membranous canal (r2; see Appendix). In
Table 6, we compared the values of r2 to the average
sensitivity for regular and irregular afferents in the
mouse, chinchilla, and the rhesus monkey. There is an
approximately threefold increase in r2 measured in
the mouse in comparison to the chinchilla and
monkey. This finding is very similar to the threefold

TABLE 6

The average afferent sensitivity at 2 Hz varies in proportion to the square of the internal radius of the semicircular canals
Animal

Mouse
Chinchilla
Rhesus monkey

Regular (sp·s−1 per degree·s−1)

Irregular (sp·s−1 per degree·s−1)

r2 (mm2)

0.13±0.06
0.48±0.52
0.50±0.31

0.29±0.14
1.37±0.69
1.21±0.68

0.005
0.0145
0.012

Values for sensitivity were obtained in the chinchilla from Hullar et al. (2005) and in the rhesus monkey from Sadeghi et al. (2007). The values for the internal radius
of the chinchilla was obtained from Ramprashad et al. (1984), and the values for the mouse and rhesus monkey were obtained from Jones and Spells (1963).
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lower sensitivity of vestibular–nerve afferents in mice
when compared to monkeys and chinchillas. These
data suggest that r2 may be a rough measure of afferent
sensitivity among different species.
Yang and Hullar (2007) found a strong correlation
between the radius of curvature of the semicircular
canals and afferent sensitivity when interspecies and
intraspecies comparisons were made. The intraspecies
comparison was based upon data from computed
tomography imaging in the mouse, demonstrating
that the radius of curvature of the superior canal
(1.03 mm) is greater than the horizontal canal
(0.73 mm; Calabrese and Hullar 2006). Yang and
Hullar (2007) found that the rotational sensitivity at
0.5 Hz for regular afferents innervating the superior
canal was 0.17±0.04 spikes per second/degrees per
second, whereas the rotational sensitivity at the same
frequency for horizontal canal afferents was 0.10±0.03
spikes per second/degrees per second (pG0.0001).
Our data also showed a greater sensitivity for superior
canal afferents (0.14±0.04 spikes per second/degrees
per second) when compared to horizontal canal
afferents (0.11±0.04 spikes per second/degrees per
second, pG0.001), although the difference was less
than that observed by Yang and Hullar (2007).
The hydrodynamic model described in the
Appendix suggests that the square of the internal
radius of the canal is the geometric factor that
influences afferent sensitivity. Previous anatomical
studies have demonstrated that the radius of curvature of the canal varies in approximate proportion
to its internal radius (Jones and Spells 1963). The
direct relationship between the radius of curvature
of the canal and the average sensitivity of regular
afferents noted by Yang and Hullar (2007) can be
understood based upon this relationship between
internal radius and radius of curvature. There are
no published data for the internal radius of each
semicircular canal in the mouse; therefore, direct
comparisons between individual semicircular canals
and afferents are not possible in this species.
Whereas the internal radius is the geometric factor
with direct influence on afferent sensitivity, the radius
of curvature is the determining factor for the long
time constant of afferents innervating the canal (Jones
and Spells 1963). Our data revealed that the long time
constant of the superior canal measured 4.3±1.2 s (n=
20) compared to the horizontal canal time constant of
3.1±0.6 s (n=18; pG0.001).
There is a strong correlation in most animals
between the size of the internal radius of the canal,
the size of the radius of curvature, and the mass of the
animal (Jones and Spells 1963). In cetaceans, the
radius of curvature of the canals is markedly diminished compared to their mass (Jones and Spells 1963;
Spoor et al. 2002). This observation has caused some
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researchers to hypothesize that vestibular function
should be markedly reduced in cetaceans (Spoor et
al. 2002;Yang and Hullar 2007). It should be noted,
however, that the internal radius (r) of the semicircular canals in the common porpoise is 0.095 mm,
which is similar to that of many other mammals with
comparable body mass (Jones and Spells 1963). The
hydrodynamic model described in the Appendix
predicts that, based upon geometrical considerations,
the sensitivity of vestibular–nerve afferents at midfrequencies of rotation (0.5–4 Hz) in cetaceans
should be comparable to that in other mammals.
The consequence of the smaller radius of curvature
would be a reduced long time constant of afferent
sensitivity in cetaceans when compared to other
mammals (Jones and Spells 1963). These relationships suggest that vestibular function is not deficient
for all head rotations in cetaceans but is reduced for
low-frequency head movements.

Transfer function fits
The transfer functions providing a description of the
responses to rotation of vestibular afferents innervating the semicircular canals are similar in form to
those that have been used to fit the data from other
mammalian species (Fernández and Goldberg 1971;
Baird et al. 1988; Hullar and Minor 1999; Hullar et
al. 2005). A long time constant is associated with the
elastic restoring force of the cupula. In addition,
there is a short time constant associated with the
viscous flow of endolymph. For the reasons described
in the “Results,” we estimated that the short time
constant is approximately 0.001 s. In addition to the
two time constants associated with the mechanical
properties of the cupula, there is a lead term
associated with hair cell or afferent transduction. The
short time constant (tz) varies proportionally with
CV*. A similar relationship has been shown in the
chinchilla (Hullar et al. 2005). In that study, however,
a second-order lead term was also needed to adequately fit the data. A possible explanation for the
additional lead term needed in the study of Hullar et
al. (2005) is that an extra pole was added to their
transfer function to more closely align with the
torsion pendulum model. This additional pole increased the complexity of the fit, thereby necessitating
the addition of an extra lead term.
The long time constant (tc1) varies inversely with
CV*. In our study, the value of tc1 is approximately
3.7 s for regular afferents and 2.2 s for irregular
afferents. Adaptation of responses of vestibular–nerve
afferents may contribute to the differences noted in
the long time constant of irregular and regular
afferents. It has been shown that irregular afferents
adapt much more quickly than regular afferents in
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response to very low-frequency head movements
(0.001–0.01 Hz; Fernández and Goldberg 1971). This
adaptation may result in an underestimate of the
cupular time constant for irregular afferents. One
argument against this effect is that lower estimates for
the long cupular time constant for irregular in
comparison to regular afferents have been found even
after taking into account the consequences of adaptation (Fernández and Goldberg 1971).

Dynamics of irregular afferents
Irregular afferents in the chinchilla have been
classified into calyx-only and dimorphic groups
based on the morphology of their afferent endings
as determined from intra-axonal recording and
labeling experiments (Baird et al. 1988). The calyxonly afferents had a CV*≥0.20 and sensitivity to
head velocity for rotations at 2 Hz, 20°/s of G1.5
spikes per second/degrees per second. This relationship has been used to assign afferents to a lowsensitivity (calyx-only) category based upon findings
from extracellular recordings (Hullar et al. 2005;
Sadeghi et al. 2007). Irregular afferents with CV* and
sensitivities outside these values have been classified
as dimorphic afferents (Baird et al. 1988). Afferents
assigned to the calyx-only category have also been
shown to have a greater phase lead and a larger rise
in sensitivity at high frequencies than dimorphic
afferents. These dynamics can be described by a firstorder lead term with calyx-only afferents exhibiting
larger values for this term than dimorphic afferents.
We wanted to determine if a similar relationship
could be used to describe these findings in the
mouse. If this were the case, the value for tz should
rise in irregular afferents with increases in CV* and
with decreases in sensitivity at 2 Hz. To determine if
this relationship holds for afferent data recorded in
mice, we fit an equation of the following form to the
data from irregular afferents:
tz ¼ ð:076  0:015ÞCV*  ð0:028  0:012Þg2 Hz


þ 0:011  0:006 R2 ¼ 0:64
ð6Þ
where tz = lead term fit for the afferent, CV* =
normalized coefficient of variation, and g2 Hz =
sensitivity at 2 Hz. In this equation, CV* shows a
positive correlation with tz (pG0.001), and g2 Hz (pG
0.05) shows a negative correlation with tz. Conversely,
dimorphic irregular afferents have lower values of
CV* and tz but higher values for g2Hz. The irregular
afferents recorded in our study had properties that
were similar to those reported previously in chinchil-

las. These findings support the notion that the
relationships between morphology and physiology in
the cristae of the mouse are similar to those in the
chinchilla.

Distribution of CV* for juvenile and adult mice
The bimodal distribution of afferents in adult mice
with respect to discharge regularity is similar to that
reported in other mammals (Baird et al. 1988;
Sadeghi et al. 2007). Juvenile mice, however, have a
more skewed distribution with about 30% fewer
irregular afferents than in the adult mouse. The
reasons for this difference are not clear. Rüsch et al.
(1998) showed that the percentage of calyces in the
extrastriola zone increases from 40% at postnatal day
10 to 60% at postnatal day 25, which is consistent with
a mature number (Rüsch et al. 1998). As previously
described, a morphological correlation has been
established between type I hair cells and irregular
afferents (Baird et al. 1988). It appears unlikely,
therefore, that morphological changes are accounting
for the differences that we observe between juvenile
and adult animals. It is interesting to note, however,
that studies of regeneration of the vestibular sensory
epithelia after aminoglycoside ototoxicity have shown
that type I hair cells and their calyx afferent endings
regenerate much later (approximately 12 weeks after
ototoxic injury) in comparison to type II hair cells and
bouton endings (beginning 1 week after ototoxic
injury; Zakir and Dickman 2006).
Curthoys (1979) reported a larger proportion of
irregular afferents in the first 3 weeks after birth in
rats when compared to adult animals. The measure of
discharge regularity was not normalized to the resting
rate of the afferents, which complicates the interpretation of the data. The very low resting rate of
afferents in newborn rats will lead to a higher value
for the coefficient of variation when not normalized
to a mean interval. While demonstrating age-dependent changes, the results are difficult to compare to
ours because of the differences between the two
studies in the ages of the animals.

Responses at 2 Hz
A previous study in the chinchilla has shown a
relationship between the morphology of vestibular
afferents and their sensitivity at 2 Hz (Baird et al.
1988). Calyx-only (C-irregular) afferents have irregular discharge rates with low sensitivity to head
velocity, whereas dimorphic afferents (D-regular, Dirregular) show a log–log relationship between CV*
and the sensitivity to head velocity at 2 Hz. Though
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not observed directly because of the difficulty
labeling, these types of afferents, bouton-only (Bregular) afferents, are believed to be regularly
discharging and to have low sensitivities to rotational
head movements (Baird et al. 1988). An analysis
based upon axon caliber and conduction velocity has
provided support for these relationships (Lysakowski
et al. 1995).
There was no difference in our study between
the average sensitivity and phase for the different
afferent groups at 2 Hz for juvenile and adult
mice. There was, however, a greater variability in
the sensitivity of irregular afferents at 2 Hz in
adult animals when compared to juvenile animals.
The most conspicuous difference between adult
and juvenile mice was that the juvenile mice did not
appear to have a separate sub-population of lowsensitivity irregular afferents. We base this conclusion
on the observation that the standard deviation of
afferent sensitivity at 2 Hz for afferents with a CV*9
0.2 was greater in adult when compared to juvenile
mice (0.21 compared to 0.11, pG0.001). A major contributor to this greater standard deviation was the
larger percentage of irregular afferents with a sensitivity G0.23 in adult (38%) compared to juvenile (19%)
mice. The smaller number of irregular afferents
coupled with the lack of specifically low-sensitivity
irregular afferents in juvenile animals suggest that
some of these “calyx-only” afferents have not developed their distinctive physiologic properties.
An explanation for the differences between
juvenile and adult mice may be that the sensitivity
to head rotation conferred by post-synaptic mechanisms is lower in juvenile mice. Previous studies
have shown a strong inverse correlation between
the sensitivity at the spike-initiation site of vestibular–nerve afferents and their regularity of background discharge rate (Goldberg et al. 1984; Baird
et al. 1988; Highstein et al. 2005). This post-synaptic
gain has been shown in the chinchilla to be at least
an order of magnitude greater in “calyx-only” afferents than in afferents that are more regularly
discharging (Baird et al. 1988). A lower post-synaptic
gain in juvenile animals, as suggested by our data,
would make it difficult to discern a group of “calyxonly” afferents based solely on response dynamics. It
is possible that these “calyx-only” afferents in juvenile animals could have either extremely low resting
rates (close to zero) or low sensitivities (G0.05 spikes
per second/degrees per second), making them
difficult to identify in these experiments. In contrast,
“bouton-only” and “dimorphic” afferents have larger
pre-synaptic/synaptic gains, and a reduction in the
post-synaptic gain would be much less discernible.
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APPENDIX
The torsion pendulum model is represented by the
following equation:


d2 E
dE
dv
þ EðtÞ ¼ 
þ 
2
dt
dt
dt

ð7Þ

where E(t) represents the displacement of the
endolymph in the semicircular canal with respect to
time, v(t) is the velocity of the head with respect to
time, Θ is the moment of inertia of the canal, Π is
the viscous drag coefficient of the cupula and
endolymph, and Δ is the elasticity coefficient of the
cupula and endolymph.
Equation 7 can be converted into the following
Laplace transform:
E ðt Þ
s
¼ 2
v ðt Þ
s þ s þ 

ð8Þ

Equation 8 can then be converted into a two-pole
transfer function of the following form:
E ðt Þ
gend tc1 s
¼
v ðt Þ
ðtc1 s þ 1Þðtc2 s þ 1Þ

ð9Þ

where tc1 ¼ =; tc2 ¼ =; and gend ¼ =
If the size of the canal plays an important role in
determining the sensitivity of the response to head
velocity, then we would expect to see a relationship
between the mid-band sensitivity predicted from the
torsion pendulum model (gend) and the mid-band
sensitivity recorded from vestibular–nerve afferents (g
in Eq. 3) in various animals. If we model the canal as a
fluid-filled duct that varies only in size between
species, then
 ¼ 82 R3

ð10Þ

 ¼ 22 pr2 R3

ð11Þ

We then assume that the density (p) and the
viscosity (η) will remain constant from one animal to
the next. Therefore, as described by Jones and Spells
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(1963), the moment of inertia should be related to
the canal dimensions:
 / r 2R 3
The viscous drag coefficient of the cupula and
endolymph should also be related to canal dimensions:
 / R3
The mid-band sensitivity from Eq. 9 is given by
gend = Θ/Π. R3 will cancel, and it follows that gend is
expected to vary with the value of the square of the
internal radius of the membranous canal (r2).
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